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Abstract—Natural disasters have challenged the survivability
of Elastic Optical Inter-DataCenter Networks (EO-DCNs), and it
is urgent to establish efficient disaster protection schemes. In this
paper, we investigate the disaster-resilient service provisioning
problem leveraging cooperative storage system (CSS). Instead
of mirrored content backup on a single DC, our proposed CSS
partitions a required content into no less than three fragments
if possible, each of which is then stored on a DC located in
different disaster zones. Accordingly, multi-path routing with the
adaptive number of working paths to distinct DCs is employed
to serve each request, while a protection path is computed to
protect against a disaster failure. Our main objective is to jointly
minimize the spectrum usage and maximal occupied frequency
slot index (MOFI) subject to disaster resilience. Besides, we
also expect to cut the content storage space. To this end, we
propose for the first time a CSS-based dedicated end-to-content
path protection (CDP), which allows service provisioning through
multiple paths with the adaptive number of paths rather than
a single path. This consequently reduces at least half of the
reserved spectrum on the protection path. To find the optimal
CDP strategy, we formulate the studied problem as an integer
linear program (ILP) and then propose a fast heuristic algorithm.
Observing the trade-off between the spectrum usage and content
storage space, we further design a maximum-CDP (M-CDP),
which generates the maximum number of working paths to
reduce the content storage space. Simulations are conducted to
compare the proposed schemes with the traditional protection
strategy using mirrored storage and single-path routing. Numer-
ical results demonstrate that the proposed CSS-based protection
schemes enable to cut up to 21.6% of the spectrum usage and
15% of the content storage space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the high spectrum efficiency and huge spectrum re-

source capacity, Elastic Optical inter-DataCenter Networks

(EO-DCNs) have shown the ability to support big data storage

and provide the platform for the deployment of diversified

network services and applications [2]–[8]. However, as tens

of natural disasters worldwide destroy power systems and

subsequently affect optical networks [9], EO-DCNs are facing

serious threats from large-scale disasters. A disaster zone (DZ)

failure may affect several links and nodes on a large scale and

for a relatively long time. Examples include e.g., hurricane

Katrina decreased the network usability of the affected area

from 99.99% to 85%, which caused severe losses in Louisiana

and Mississippi in the Southeastern US in August 2005. The

8.3-magnitude Wenchuan earthquake in May 2008 destroyed

3,897 telecommunication nodes and 28,765 km cables in

Sichuan, Gansu, Shaanxi, and other provinces. The interrup-

tion of networks may break off the cloud services, 5G, and

content distribution services, and it is especially costly for

inter-datacenter networks. The downtime of each data center

(DC) server may cause a loss of $ 9,000 per minute [10], and

such disaster-caused network paralysis may lead to billions of

dollars in losses. To maintain the survivability of content deliv-

ery in EO-DCNs, anycast technique provides the mechanism

of path protection against network failure [11] [12]. When the

content or service is required, it is provisioned with several

potential DCs and corresponding routing. However, existing

protection schemes mostly aim at single link or node failure,

which cannot deal with such disaster failure [13]. Hence, there

is a strong need to develop protection methods to ensure end-

to-end communications in EO-DCNs.

The requirement for huge content storage space also grows

rapidly. The amount of Internet data generated will grow

to 2,142 ZB in 2035 [14]. Alone the content streaming

contributes an overwhelming percentage of Internet traffic, e.g.

79% in 2016. To store these data, 597 hyperscale datacenters

have been built by the end of 2020. The market size of

the internet DC will reach 139.6 billion dollars by the end

of 2020 [15]. To reduce the pressure of storage space for

DCs, the maximum distance separable (MDS) codes provide

a feasible method of building a cooperative storage system

(CSS) for EO-DCN, in which content can be encoded and

divided into numerous different fragments, and they are then

stored spatially in multiple DCs [16]. Through MDS coding,

the required content can be decoded/recovered through the
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coded segments from different DCs. Therefore, a request can

be satisfied with the help of the cooperation of multiple DCs

holding the coded segment of the requested content. In other

words, multiple DCs can be assigned as the primary DCs

simultaneously and a distinct working path from the source

node to each of these primary DCs is established to serve the

request. Besides, a backup DC is also assured to protect any

one of the primary DCs. Meanwhile, the multiple working

paths and backup path from end to content are generated as

DZ-disjoint to protect the services against a single DZ failure.

Thus, if any working path is affected by DZ failure, the backup

path can be switched on to replace the failed working path,

and enough data segments can guarantee the recovery of the

required data. Furthermore, the DC assignment together with

content partition and placement also needs to be explored.

We aim to design a novel disaster protection scheme in EO-

DCNs leveraging CSS and adaptive multi-path routing. The

applicable scenarios include cloud service, content delivery,

distributed storage, video-on-demand service, etc. We focus

on the cooperative dedicated end-to-content backup path pro-

tection (CDP) against disaster failure. To support the adaptive

multi-path routing for each request with disaster resilience,

the contents are partitioned and jointly encoded into several

fragments, each of which is then stored on a DC located in

different disaster zones. Then, the CDP allows each request

provisioned by multi-path routing with the adaptive number

of paths. Besides, we observe that the more working paths

CDP uses, the smaller content storage space is required. Then,

we extend CDP to maximum CDP (M-CDP), which enables

us to find the optimal content storage space by using the

maximum number of paths. We further explore how network

topologies impact system performance. The existing works of

disaster protection leverage a single working path and mirrored

storage, which clones the whole content on one backup DC.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the

CSS and adaptive multi-path routing are employed for disaster

protection in EO-DCNs. The contributions of this paper are

summarized as follows.

• We propose a novel disaster protection scheme leveraging

CSS and adaptive multiple working paths, namely CDP.

The studied CDP problem involves DC assignment, con-

tent partition and placement, adaptive working/protection

paths computation, modulation adaption, as well as spec-

trum allocation. We formulate the joint problem as an

integer linear program (ILP) to jointly minimize the

spectrum usage and maximal index of occupied frequency

slots index. Meanwhile, the content storage space is also

reduced owing to content partition in CSS and multi-path

routing.

• To find efficient CDP strategies for large instances, we

then propose a heuristic algorithm, namely HCDP, to

solve the working/protection path generation, modulation

adaption, adaptive multi-paths routing, and spectrum allo-

cation. The solution in the HCDP algorithm is generated

greedily first and then optimized globally after, and it uses

coloring algorithms to minimize the spectrum resource by

decomposing the spectrum conflict.

• Through CDP, we observe that the spectrum utilization

performance is not positively related to the number of

the working paths [1]. Hence, to further explore the

impact of multi-path routing in the CDP, we propose to

generate the maximum number of working paths for each

request in the CDP scheme, which is then called M-CDP.

Simulation results demonstrate that M-CDP provides a

better solution on content storage space while using more

spectrum resource.

• Finally, we compare two CDP schemes and a traditional

scheme using single-path routing and mirrored storage

in NSFNET, COST239, and the US Backbone networks.

Simulation results demonstrate the significant perfor-

mance improvement of the proposed methods compared

with the traditional protection scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II first gives the related work. We then present the CDP

disaster protection scheme in Section III and formulate it by

a joint ILP in Section IV. In Section V, heuristic algorithm,

HCDP, is proposed for CDP and M-CDP, respectively, and

their performances are evaluated in Section VI. Section VII

concludes our paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several works about disaster protection in optical networks

have been published. A fast and coordinated emergency

backup system in geographically distributed optical inter-DC

networks was proposed in [17] [18], which is triggered in

response to a predictable and progressive disaster. A stochastic

model named earthquake risk and backbone optical network

model was provided in [19], which estimated the impact of

earthquake disasters on a backbone optical network. The au-

thors assessed the generic applicability and evaluated the per-

formance of protection, recovery, and topology design scheme

irrespective of the varying geographical region and network

topology. Research [20] developed a degraded-service-network

to maintain the most traffic after disaster failure, and it uses

degraded-service tolerance as the parameter to assign the

resource to the connections. The RECODIS project [13] was

formed to achieve disaster resilience, and the members of its

Working Group 1 gave a survey, which summarized different

disaster-resilient strategies of wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) optical networks. The concept of disaster in the

networks is described as a group of nodes and links, called

shared risk group (SRG), in which the disaster failure would

destroy the corresponding nodes and links [21] [22]. A frame-

work for the disaster-resilient optical network called FRADIR

was designed in [22], in which authors brought together

network design, failure modeling, and protection routing. The

disaster resilience is achieved via the edge availability values,

shared risk link groups list, and dedicated path protection.

Authors in [23] presented the disaster recovery layer that

enables OpenStack-managed DC workloads, virtual machines

and volumes, to be protected and recovered in another DC.

Researchers investigated in [24] a joint progressive network

and DC recovery, in which the network recovery and DC

recovery are conducted in a coordinated manner.
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Fig. 1. Solution acquired by DP and CDP with 6-node topology and 5 DZs.

While keeping the disaster resilience for optical networks,

several works have been proposed to optimize the network

resource. Such disaster protection design was firstly conducted

in [25]. The DC placement and content management were

explored for EO-DCNs to minimize risk, in which the risk is

defined as the expected loss of content. In [26], the algorithms

considering both routing and spectrum assignment (RSA)

problems for elastic optical networks were proposed, in which

the RSA problem has been shown to be NP-hard. The content

placement and independent end-to-content paths calculation

were explored for the disaster-resilient k-node (edge) content

connected EO-DCNs [27]. Cloud service with mirrored storage

method in EO-DCNs against disaster failure was investigated

in [28] [2], in which the authors proposed both dedicated

and shared path protection to maintain disaster resilience.

Literature [29] gave a coloring algorithm-based method to

generate a conflict graph, which is then used to assign the

FSs for all the paths in the network. Diversity and redundancy

problem was studied in [30], to achieve network resiliency

in terms of availability, reliability, and fault tolerance for

service chain provisioning. The existing proposed schemes are

based on mirrored replication system, which reserved the same

bandwidth on the backup path as the working path, and the

storage space is linearly increasing as the number of backup

DCs grows, leading to a significant waste of network resource.
As for the network storage system, the CSS has shown

better performance in storage efficiency. With erasure codes,

the required data is able to be recovered by offering several

encoded distinct fragments, which are of the same size in all as

the original data. Such codes have a long research history, and

typical erasure codes include Reed-Solomon code [31], Low-

Density Parity-check Code [32], and so on. Literature [16]

first gave the concept of network coding and regenerating code

design, and analyzed the trade-off between repair bandwidth

and storage space, in which the code with minimal storage

space can be regarded as MDS codeAuthors in [33] proposed a

survivable virtual network based on network coding, which can

achieve the minimal spare capacity for backup links. Erasure

codes are also used to achieve content distribution in [34], [35].

Content Distribution was also studied in literature [36], which

utilizes Random Linear Network Coding to reduce energy

consumption. Paper [37] proposed a partially collaborative

repair code to maintain resilience from multiple node failures.

In [38], the authors proposed an adaptive multi-cast scheme to

optimize the spectrum utilization and blocking ratio for virtual

network embedding in elastic optical networks. However, none

of the existing works involves disaster protection.

These studies are essential for disaster protection. Previous

studies have demonstrated the potential of the CSS on spec-

trum usage and storage space. However, with respect to all

these works, the CSS has never been implemented for disaster

protection. The existing disaster protection is only studied

based on the traditional mirrored storage system, in which

each redundancy of the content in EO-DCNs is a simple clone

of the whole original data, and no adaptive multi-path routing

is available. Therefore, it is essential to explore CSS-based

disaster protection strategies in EO-DCNs.

III. CDP DISASTER PROTECTION SCHEME

We first give a simple example in Fig. 1 to better illustrate

the disaster protection scheme leveraging CSS. We consider

a 6-node network with 3 DCs (nodes 1, 4, and 6), 1 content,

and 5 DZs, where a request originated from node 5 should

be provisioned with the content. For simplicity, we set the

modulation format BPSK in this case. Assuming the trans-

mission rate of 100 Gbps is required to transport the content

from a DC to node 5. Note that the bandwidth per frequency

slot (FS) for EO-DCNs is 12.5 GHz in this work. Fig. 1 (a)

draws the solution provided by the traditional dedicated end-

to-content backup path protection (DP). The acronym of

dedicated end-to-content backup path protection is DEBPP

in the works [28] [2]. To ease the readability, We use DP

referring to it in this work. In this scheme, node 6 is set as the

primary DC storing the entire required content, and the content

is also mirrored on the backup DC node 1. The request is

provisioned with the working path 5-6 and the backup path 5-

1, and 8 FSs are utilized on each fiber link of both working and

protection paths. While Fig. 1 (b) presents a solution provided

by the scheme leveraging CSS, i.e. CDP. With the help of

advanced coding techniques like MDS code [16], the content

can be coded into infinitive distinct fragments, and stored on

different DCs. This spatial and cooperative storage method

has a significant advantage in that the original content can be

recovered through the reception of any coded fragments of

the same size. Different from the previous solution using only

one primary DC, both nodes 1 and 6 are served as the primary

working DCs and the backup DC is node 4. Instead of storing
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN DP AND CDP.

Schemes FSs usage MOFI Storage Space

DP 16 8 2C

CDP 12 4 3C/2

the whole original content, only the coded fragments are stored

on these DCs, and each has a half size of the original one.

We can see the request can get the entire required content by

establishing two simultaneous working paths from node 5 to

nodes 1 and 6. in Fig. 1 (b). Thus, the request is provisioned

with two working paths and one backup path, which are DZ-

disjoint except for the DZ that the source node is located in.

Each working and backup path benefits from the cooperative

method to lower its transmission load, which only needs half of

the required FSs. Supposing the storage space for the content

is C, then CDP allows each DC to cost only C/2 in this

case. Although the number of total FSs served on the working

paths is the same, it is reduced on the backup path from 8 to

4. The spectrum usage, maximal occupied FS index (MOFI),

and storage space are then summarized in Table I.

A digraph G(V,A,D) is used in this paper to model the

network, where V denotes the set of nodes, A represents the

set of symmetric directed links, and D is the set of DCs. For

each disaster zone, it may affect several links and nodes. We

use z ∈ Z to denote the affected nodes as well as the links.

For any request r(sr, zr, |kr|, cr, φr), sr is the source node,

zr is the disaster zone in which the source node is located,

|kr| is the number of the working paths to be generated, cr
is the required content, and φr is the required number of FS

using the modulation format BPSK. Note the request will be

blocked if a DZ failure destroys more than one generated path

simultaneously, including the working path and backup path.

To avoid such a situation, we must force the generated paths

of each request can not be affected by the same DZ (except

zr). Furthermore, we denote |kr| as the number of the path for

the request r, and its value is affected by source nodal degree,

DZ, content placement, DC locations and etc. In fact, it is

not an easy job. The range of |kr| can be determined by the

Algorithm 1 line 1-21 (see later in Section V). The objective

of the studied disaster protection problem is to minimize the

weighted sum of the total spectrum usage and the MOFI

in the whole network (see later in Section IV, Eq(1)). The

objective affects the overall spectrum utilization and network

load balancing. The main considerations of each sub-problem

can be summarized as follows.

1) Content partition:

In this work, a cooperative strategy is proposed to optimize

content partition against DZ failure. We assume a content

with l size is divided into m fragments of equal size l
m

.

They are jointly encoded into k̃ (k̃ > m) distinct fragments,

each with l
m

size and placed at most K (k̃ > K > m)

different DCs. Any m distinct fragments would successfully

recover the original data. For the request r, the number of

fragments on each DC depends on the number of working

paths, which should be sufficient for every path that requires

the corresponding content. Therefore, the storage space of a

content c for CSS in each DC is reduced to l
tmax

rkcd

, where tmax
rkcd

is the maximum transmission capacity of the path demanding

the content c on DC d. Note that it is possible that the

transmission capacity is bigger than the size of the content,

due to the granularity of one FS.

2) DC assignment and content placement:

Based on the available DC locations and the prior informa-

tion, DC assignment and content placement are jointly opti-

mized. The prior information for the content is the distribution

of the potential source nodes, which contains source node ID,

content ID, and the maximal number that the working paths

can be generated (|kr|). In order to ensure content survivabil-

ity, at least (kmax
r,c ) DZ-disjoint DCs should be assigned as the

storage DC, where kmax
r,c is the maximum of |kr| among the

requests that require the content c. Note that the fragments

stored at each DC are distinct from each other in the CDP

scheme since they are generated by MDS coding.

3) Working paths and backup path generation:

We focus on the failure caused by a single DZ, in which

situation the working paths and backup path should be gen-

erated as DZ-disjoint (except zr). Along the paths, the flow

conversation should be followed. The dedicated backup path

generation method based on CSS is considered, i.e. CDP. For

CDP, a backup path is generated with dedicated spare capacity,

in which the FSs cannot be shared when any two paths use

the common link. Note that the failure of zr would absolutely

block the request whose source node is sr. Thus, this case

leads to no solution for the protection of the request r, which

is consequently removed from the input request set of our

problem.

4) Modulation adaption

We consider the modulation level set M consisting of

BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM. The granularity of FS is

12.5 GHz in this work. Thus, the protection capacity of one FS

with each modulation format is 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50, in Gbps,

respectively [39]. The corresponding maximum transmission

reaches of these modulation formats are assumed to be 9,600,

4,800, 2,400, and 1,200, in km, respectively [40]. Each path

should be set as the maximum transmission rate depending on

its path length since a higher modulation format can provide

the provisioning with less spectrum usage.

5) Adaptive multi-path routing

For the requests supporting multiple working paths gener-

ation, we assign the first path as the working path and the

last path as the backup path. The rest paths are automatically

selected for the minimum objective. Assuming |kr| paths are

generated for the request r, then any |kr| − 1 paths should

provide sufficient transmission capacity to serve the request.

6) Spectrum allocation:

For each path, the spectrum is allocated under the following

principles. a) Spectrum continuity: Without spectrum conver-

sion in this work, each link is assigned with the same FSs

along the path. b) Spectrum contiguity: The FSs to be assigned

should be continuous for each fiber link. c) Spectrum conflict:

The spectrum allocation for each backup path is dedicated in

CDP.
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IV. JOINT ILP FORMULATION

In this section, we first give the sets, parameters, and

variables of ILP. Then, we formulate a joint ILP model for

CDP.

A. Sets, Parameters and Variables

For the sake of readability, we use [|kr|], ∀k, ∀b, ∀v, ∀a, ∀d,

∀c, ∀z, ∀m, and ∀r to denote {1, 2, · · · , |kr|}, ∀k ∈ [|kr|],
∀b ∈ B, ∀v ∈ V , ∀a ∈ A, ∀d ∈ D, ∀c ∈ C, ∀z ∈ Z,

∀m ∈M , and ∀r ∈ R, respectively. We also use ∀r 6= r′, and

∀k 6= k′ to denote ∀r, r′ ∈ R, r 6= r′, and ∀k, k′ ∈ [|kr|], k 6=
k′, respectively, if not indicated specifically.

The network sets and parameters are presented as follows.

• G(V,A,D): Network with node set V , link set A and

DC set D.

• C: Set of content.

• K: Number of assigned DCs for each content.

• R: Set of requests r(sr, zr, |kr|, cr, φr), where sr, zr,

|kr|, cr and φr are source node, disaster zone that source

node is placed, the number of paths that can be generated,

content, and the the required number of FSs using BPSK,

respectively. |R| is the number of the requests.

• kr: Set of paths for the request r. |kr| is the number

of paths that can be generated. We use nodal degree of

the source node to initialize |kr|. Note that we define the

first path as the working path, and the last (|kr|-th) path

as the backup path. For the second to |kr| − 1-th path,

they are adaptively generated to minimize the spectrum

utilization.

• Dr: Set of the content-placed DCs for request r. |Dr| is

the number of the content-placed DCs for request r.

• m ∈ M : The available modulation level set, i.e., BPSK,

QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM.

• hm: Maximum transmission reach at modulation level m,

which is 9, 600, 4, 800, 2, 400, and 1, 200, in km for

BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM, respectively [39].

hmax=9600 km.

• Tm: The spectrum efficiency. The available transmission

rate per FS (12.5 GHz) for BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and

16-QAM is 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50, in Gbps, respectively.

Thus, Tm is 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

• da: The distance of link a in km.

• kmax
r,c : The maximum of |kr| among the requests that

require the content c.
• z ∈ Z: DZ/DZs set. Z ⊂ G contains the sets of links and

nodes.

• S: Set of FSs on each link. |S| denotes the number of

available FSs. The available bandwidth for One FS is

12.5 GHz in this work.

• νkr : Configuration consisting of k working paths and a

backup path to serve the request r.

• µk
r,d: Generated path k from d to sr.

• Ψ+
v /Ψ

−
v : Set of outgoing/incoming links for node v ∈ V .

The Variables in ILP models for CDP are presented as

follows.

• pkra ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if link a is used by the path k for

request r.

• Λk
rd ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if DC d is used as the end node

of path k for request r.

• αk
rz ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if the path k of r goes through

DZ z.

• Rcr
d ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if content c, which is required by

request r, is placed at DC d.

• Φk
rm ∈ [0, |S|]: The number of FSs served for work-

ing/backup path w/B of request r with modulation format

m.

• wk
r ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if the k-th path is used for request

r. w1
r and w

|kr|
r equal 1, as they are chosen as the first

working path, and backup path, respectively.

• ξir ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if the number of working paths is

i for request r, where the integer i ∈ [|kr| − 1].
• Φk

ra ∈ [0, |s|]: Integer variable denoting the assigned FSs

on arc a for the k-th path of the request r.

• gkr ∈ [0, |S| − 1]: Integer variable denoting the assigned

starting FS index of working path k for request r.

• βkk′

r ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if gkr is smaller than gk
′

r for

request r.

• βkk′

rr′ ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if gkr of request r is smaller than

gk
′

r′ of request r′.
• γkk′

r ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if two working paths of the same

request r have any common link.

• γkk′

rr′ ∈ {0, 1}: Equals 1 if two working paths, k of r and

k′ of r′, have any common link.

• ∆ ∈ [0, |S|]: Maximal index of the occupied FSs.

B. ILP Formulations

The studied disaster protection problem can be formulated

by the following ILP, namely CDP ILP

min θ1 ·
∑

a∈A

∑

r∈R

∑

k∈[|kr|]

Φk
ra + θ2 ·∆ (1)

s.t. Constraints (2)-(30).

In the objective function, the first term calculates the total

spectrum usage on all the links of all the paths, and the second

term denotes the MOFI. Each link may exist FS fragments

between any two assigned continuous FSs due to the spectrum

continuity and spectrum contiguity. The MOFI, i.e. maximal

occupied FS index, measures the load balancing of a network.

In a healthy network, the MOFI of each link should be as

even and small as possible. An un-balanced distributed MOFI

would make the network at risk of node and link congestion

under small traffics, and thus lower the transmission capac-

ity of this network. In the rest of this work, we also use

spectrum utilization referring to the objective. θ1 and θ2 are

two adjustable weights. The constraints for CDP ILP can be

divided into four parts, DC assignment and content place-

ment constraints (2)-(4), flow-conservation constraints (5),

disaster-zone-disjoint path constraints (6)-(8), modulation

adaption constraints (9)-(12), adaptive multi-path routing

constraints (13)-(21), and spectrum allocation constraints

(22)-(30).

1) DC assignment and content placement constraints:
∑

d∈D

Λk
rd = wk

r , ∀k, ∀r (2)
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Constraints (2) guarantee each DC can only be assigned for

the working/backup path for once.

2 ≤
∑

d∈D

Rcr
d ≤ |kr|, ∀r (3)

Constraints (3) give the lower and upper bounds on the

number of content storage DCs.
∑

k∈kr

Λk
rd ≤ Rcr

d , ∀r, ∀d (4)

Constraints (4) assure that these DCs are different from each

other so that the DZ-disjoint paths can be generated.

2) Flow-conservation constraints:

∑

a∈Ψ+
v

pkra −
∑

a∈Ψ−

v

pkra =











wk
r , v = sr

− Λk
rv, v ∈ D, ∀r, ∀k

0, otherwise

(5)

Constraints (5) generate working paths and backup path

through flow conservation. Specifically, the outgoing flow and

incoming flow are equal for each content fragment, unless it

is a destination (DC) node, which has an only incoming flow,

or requesting node, which has only outgoing flow.

3) Disaster-zone-disjoint path constraints:

αk
rz ≤

∑

a∈z

pkra, ∀r, ∀z, ∀k (6)

αk
rz ≥ pkra, ∀r, ∀z, ∀a ∈ z, ∀k (7)

Constraints (6)-(7) determine whether the working paths and

backup paths are affected by each DZ. Specifically, αk
rz equals

1 if any path using any link(s) is affected by DZ z.
∑

k∈kr

αk
rz ≤ 1, ∀r, ∀k, ∀z ∈ {x|x ∈ Z, x /∈ zr} (8)

Constraints (8) ensure that the working and backup paths

of the same request are generated as DZ-disjoint (except zr).

Note that the failure of zr would absolutely block the requests

with sr. In this case, the request will be removed from our

input request list directly, since it results in no protection

solution.

4) Modulation adaption constraints

∑

a∈A

da · p
k
ra ≤ hm + hmax · (1− b

k
mr), ∀r, ∀m, ∀k (9)

∑

m∈M

b
k
mr ≤ w

k
r , ∀r, ∀k (10)

Φk
r =

∑

m∈M

Φk
mr, ∀r, ∀k (11)

Φk
mr ≤ b

k
mr · |S|, ∀r, ∀k∀m (12)

Constraints (9) guarantee that the modulation format is

selected with the maximum transmission reach for each path.

Note that the path longer than hmax cannot be generated.

Constraints (10) ensure that only one modulation format can

be assigned for each path. Constraints (11) give the FS

assigned for each request. Constraints (12) guarantee that no

FS is assigned for the non-selected paths or none-selected

modulation formats.

5) Adaptive multi-path routing constraints

pkra ≤ wk
r , ∀r, ∀a, ∀k (13)

|kr|−1
∑

i=1

wi
r =

|kr|−1
∑

i=1

i · ξir, ∀r (14)

|kr|−1
∑

i=1

ξir = 1, ∀r (15)

w1
r = w|kr|

r = 1, ∀r (16)

wk
r ≥ wk+1

r , ∀r, ∀k ∈ [|kr| − 2] (17)

Constraints (13) prohibit the path generation if the k-th path

is not selected. Constraints (14) and (15) indicate the number

of working paths for the request. Constraints (16) assign the

first path as the working path, and the last path as the backup

path. Constraints (17) ensure that the paths with less index are

to be preferred.

∑

m∈M

Φk
rm · Tm + (1− w

k
r ) · φr ≥ φr ·

∑

i∈[|kr|−1]

ξir
i
, ∀r, ∀k

(18)

Constraints (18) ensure that the total FSs assigned on the

working/backup paths are sufficient to serve the request, in

which each path carries the same transmission rates for the

request r.

Φk
ra ≤ p

k
ra · |S|, ∀r, ∀k, ∀a (19)

Φk
ra ≤ Φk

r , ∀r, ∀k (20)

Φk
ra ≥ Φk

r − |S| · (1− p
k
ra), ∀r, ∀k, ∀a (21)

Constraints (19)-(21) calculate the total FS on each link for

each request.

6) Spectrum allocation constraints:

pkra + pk
′

ra − 1 ≤ γkk′

r , ∀r, ∀a, ∀k, k′, k > k′ (22)

γkk′

r = γk′k
r , ∀r, ∀k, k′, k > k′ (23)

pkra + pk
′

r′a − 1 ≤ γkk′

rr′ , ∀r > r′, ∀a, ∀k, ∀k′ ∈ kr′ (24)

γkk′

rr′ = γk′k
r′r , ∀r > r′, ∀k ∈ kr, ∀k

′ ∈ kr′ (25)

Constraints (22)-(25) indicate whether any two paths have

any common link.

βkk′

r + βk′k
r = 1, ∀r, ∀k, k′, k > k′ (26)

βkk′

rr′ + βk′k
r′r = 1, ∀r > r′, ∀k ∈ kr, ∀k

′ ∈ kr′ (27)

Constraints (26) and (27)) compare the starting index of FSs

between any two paths.

gkr +Φk
r ≤ ∆, ∀r, ∀k (28)
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Constraints (28) imply the maximum index of occupied FSs.

gkr +Φk
r − gk

′

r ≤ ∆ · (2− γkk′

r − βkk′

r ),

∀r, ∀k, k′, k 6= k′
(29)

gkr +Φk
r − gk

′

r′ ≤ ∆ · (2− γkk′

rr′ − βkk′

rr′ ),

∀r, r′, r 6= r′, ∀k ∈ kr, ∀k
′ ∈ kr′

(30)

The spectrum conflict occurs if any two paths have any

common link. Then based on the Starting Slot Assignment

principle, which assigns the starting FSs to the demand,

constraints (29) avoid spectrum conflict among the paths

of the same request, and constraints (30) avoid spectrum

conflict among the paths of different requests. The spectrum
contiguity is ensured by setting a contiguous range of FSs

and for each path.

C. Computational Complexity

The number of dominant variables and constraints in CDP

are max{O(|R| · |C| · |D|, |R| · |K| · |Z|, |R| · |K| · |M |, |R| ·
|K| · |A|, |R|2 · |K|)} and max{O(|R| · |C| · |D|, |R| · |K| ·
|Z|, |R| · |K| · |M |, |R| · |K| · |A|, |R|2 · |K|)}, respectively.

V. HEURISTICS FOR CDP AND M-CDP

To improve the scalability in the scenarios with large

requests, we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the adaptive

path generation, and spectrum allocation. We then design a

backtracking method to optimize the objective by minimizing

the cost of each request path by path, forming the heuristic

algorithm called heuristic for CDP (HCDP). Furthermore, we

notice that the content storage space is of minimum if the

number of paths is set as its maximum. Thus, we propose

another maximum-CDP, namely M-CDP, to further reduce the

content storage space. Note that if not indicated specifically,

all the variables in this part are consistent with the Section IV.

A. Heuristic for CDP

We notice that the system performance is related to the num-

ber of paths, the number of hops for each path, the distance

of each path, as well as the required spectrum resource. This

is because the different number of paths leads to different

overhead, which is caused by the rounding up of the spectrum

resource division. Also, the number of hops for each request

may increase dramatically as the number of paths grows, and

it would require much more FSs in total. Thus, the number of

paths is not the more the better. There may exist an optimal

number of paths for each request in the given topology. To this

end, we then propose an adaptive method to generate the paths

for each request, in which all the possible paths combination

would be taken into consideration. Accordingly, we propose

the heuristic algorithm HCDP, whose pseudo-code is given in

Algorithm 1.

The HCDP runs gives the pseudo-code of HCDP, which

runs with the DC assignment and content placement obtained

by using by ILP, i.e. ILP constraints (2)-(4), where constraints

(2) are rewritten as
∑

d∈D

Λk
rd = 1, ∀k, ∀r (31)

The objective is to minimize the overall hops from DCs

to source nodes. Algorithm 1 uses three steps to solve the

problem. At first, we generate the solution set request by

request based on the given kr and then select the initial

solution with minimal cost of each request. It is a greedy

algorithm, shown in lines 2-22. Next, we use a coloring

algorithm to generate a conflict graph for all the paths based

on the initial solution. Then we assign the spectrum usage

based on the conflict graph, shown in lines 23-25. Finally, we

backtrack the generated solution set to find whether there is a

better solution with less total cost, shown in lines 26-39.
Line 1 initializes all the variables and sets. Line 3 sets nodal

degree as the upper bound of the number of paths. Lines 5-6

update the network topology by removing the DZ-joint node(s)

and link(s) of the former generated path, such that the next

generated path is DZ-disjoint. Lines 7-8 compute the shortest

path from each DC with required content cr(d ∈ Dr) to the

source node. Lines 9-11 assign the modulation format for the

path with as the higher transmission rate as possible. Line 12

calculates the cost for each path. The cost of the path is the

sum of spectrum usage, shown as

costrp = (
∑

a∈A

pkra · Φ
k
r ) (32)

where pkra equals 1 if link a is used by path k, and Φk
r is the

number of FSs reserved for the k-th path of request r.
Lines 13-14 select the path with minimal cost as the working

path for the request r and the corresponding DC d as the

primary DC and put the path into the path set kr. Lines 15-

19 generate the paths as many as possible configurations for

each request. We regard every succeeded generation with more

than two paths as one candidate configuration since it can offer

complete path protection. The value k − 1 is the number of

working paths of the configuration νkr . Then, we calculate the

cost of each configuration and select the best one with the

optimal number of paths as the solution for the request. The

cost for one configuration is computed by Eq. (33).

costr,νconf =
∑

k∈νk
r

∑

a∈A

pkra · Φ
k
r (33)

where pkra equals 1 if link a is used by k-th path of configu-

ration νkr , and νkr is a configuration with |k| generated paths

for request r.
Lines 23-25 generate conflict graph to assign the FSs [29].

The conflict graph is generated based on a coloring algorithm,

whose details can be referred to [29]. Lines 26-27 calculate

the total cost and find the link with the MOFI. Similarly, the

total cost can be expressed in Eq. (34).

costtotal = θ1 · (
∑

a∈A

pra · Φ
k
r ) + θ2 ·∆ (34)

Although it may achieve minimal spectrum usage for each

request, it may not be the best solution for the entire network,
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Algorithm 1: HCDP Algorithm

Input : G(V,A,D), Dr , Rcr
d , ∀r, ∀z, F max, S.

Output: µk
r,d, path list {kr|r ∈ R}, costtotal

1 Initialize all variables as zero (µk
r,d ← 0, kr ← ∅);

2 for r ∈ R do

3 k̄r ← nodal degree of sr in G; G1 ← G;
4 for k ∈ [k̄r] do
5 if k > 1 then

6 Gk ← Gk−1\ {the DZ-joint (except zr) links

and nodes in the path pk−1
r (µk−1

r,d = 1)};

7 for d ∈ Dr : Rcr
d = 1, d ∈ Gk(µ

k−1
r,d 6= 1) do

8 In Gk, if the shortest path from d to sr (noted as

pkr,d) can be found, then calculate its length lkr,d.

9 for m ∈M if hm < lkr,d ≤ hm−1 then

10 Φ̄k
r ← ⌈φr / Tm−1⌉;

11 do

12 Calculate the cost of pkr,d using Eq. (32);

13 if At least one path can be found then
14 Select the path from d to sr with the minimal

cost as the k-th path (noted as pkr ),
kr ← kr ∪ {p

k
r}, µ

k
r,d ← 1;

15 if k ≥ 2 then

16 Generate a new candidate configuration νk
r ;

17 Set pkr as the backup path and the others in
kr as working paths;

18 |kr| ← k; ∀k
′

∈ [k],Φk′

r ← ⌈
Φ̄k

′

r

k−1
⌉;

19 Calculate the cost for the candidate
configuration using Eq. (33);

20 else
21 Break;

22 Select the candidate configuration with minimal cost for
request r, and update |kr| accordingly;

23 for r ∈ R do
24 for k from 1 to |kr| do
25 Generate conflict graph, and allocate FSs based on

the conflict graph [29];

26 Calculate the MOFI, ∆← MOFI;
27 Calculate costtotal using Eq. (34);
28 Lmax ← Lmax∪ {link(s) with the MOFI};
29 for i from 1 to F max do
30 for r ∈ R do

31 for d ∈ Dr : µk
r,d = 1 do

32 for a : pkra = 1 do
33 if a ∈ Lmax then

34 G
′

← G \ {a};
35 Regenerate all the possible solutions

based on G
′

;
36 if ∃ solution with cost′total < costtotal

then

37 costtotal ← cost′total;
38 Lmax ← Lmax \ {a};
39 Lmax ← Lmax∪ {link(s) with the

MOFI};

especially for the MOFI. Also, it is of large probability that the

selected configuration is at the same cost as other candidate

configurations. Therefore, Line 28 finds the link(s) of the

MOFI. Lines 29-39 give the descent method for total cost by

regenerating the paths before it fails until a preset number of

times. The regeneration principle is to avoid using the link(s)

of the MOFI, such that the spectrum usage can remain the

same and the MOFI would be reduced. Note that there exists

a Ping-Pong effect, e.g., the MOFI alternates to occur in a few

specific links in every iteration, and yet the cost still remains

the same. To avoid such a situation, we use F max as the

maximum failure times to limit the backtracking process.

In Algorithm 1, the computational complexity for the first

step, i.e. lines 2-22, to generate initial solution and solution set

is O(|R|·|D|·|V |·|M |·log |A|). The computational complexity

for the spectrum usage assignment is O(log(|R| · |K|)) [29].

Thus, the computational complexity of the second step, i.e.

lines 23-25, is O(|R| · |K| · log(|R| · |K|). the computational

complexity of the third step, i.e. lines 26-39, of backtracking

is O(F max·|R| · |D| · |A| · (|R| · |D| · |V | · |M | · log |A| +
|R| · |K| log(|R| · |K|))), which is also the computational

complexity for Algorithm 1.

B. Maximum-CDP

We notice that there exists a trade-off between content

storage space and spectrum usage. For a content storage space

of l, k working paths can reduce the content storage space on

each DC to l
k

. However, each additional path may also have

more hops/links than the former one, then the FSs overhead

on the additional path is more than reduced FSs on the backup

path. As a consequence, the spectrum usage may not be

optimal for M-CDP. Therefore, We design M-CDP to optimize

content storage space, aiming to serve the requests with as

many paths as possible.

To generate M-CDP, we can simply remove lines 15-19 of

Algorithm 1 and replace line 22 with:

• Set pkr as the backup path and the others in kr as

working paths; Φk′

r ← ⌈ Φ̄k
′

r

|kr|−1⌉;Calculate the cost for

the candidate configuration using Eq. (33);

VI. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, extensive simulations have been done to

assert the performance of the proposed CSS-based CDP pro-

tection schemes. we first compare the system performance

between CDP and DP, using ILP for small-scale requests.

Then, we study the efficiency of the HCDP and its gap to

the optimal solution computed by the ILP model. Next, for a

large scale of requests, we evaluate the system performance

by using the heuristic algorithm proposed for DP and different

CDP schemes respectively. The simulations are conducted for

the different number of available DC locations and number

of replicas per content, i.e. K. The M-CDP with as many

as possible |kr| is also validated. At last, to assert the perfor-

mance of storage space, we assume the total size of the original

content data is normalized as 1. We assume the content is first

divided into 10 parts, and then encoded to at most 10 × K
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Fig. 2. Topology of the testbeds used in simulations.

fragments via a rateless coding [41], where K is the number

of assigned DCs per content. Note that the overall content

storage space depends on the results of CDP, and 10 × K
fragments is the upper bound of the content storage space.

Thus, in the traditional mirrored storage system, the storage

space for each content equals K.

A. Simulation settings

We use CPLEX 12.60 to solve the proposed ILP model

and heuristic on a PC with a 3.6 GHz CPU and a 64 GBytes

RAM. In order to fairly evaluate the pros, cons, and applicable

scenarios of CDP, we make the following comparisons in three

classical EO-DCN testbeds NSFNET (14 nodes, 44 directed

links, 14 DZs, average link length 1936 km, and average nodal

degree 3.14), COST239 (11 nodes, 52 directed links, 7 DZs,

average link length 578 km, and average nodal degree 4.73),

and US Backbone network (28 nodes, 90 directed links, 15

DZs, average link length 466 km, and average nodal degree

3.2):

• Efficiency of the HCDP compared with the ILP model,

with 3 DCs at 5 available DC locations;

• Optimal spectrum efficiency utilization of CDP and DP

(computed by solving the proposed ILP model) with

small scale of requests, with 3 DCs at 5 available DC

locations;

• Spectrum efficiency utilization of CDP, DP, and M-

CDP (computed by using the proposed heuristic al-

gorithms) for large scale of requests , when varying

the number of available DC locations, i.e. |D|, and the

number of DCs per content, i.e. K;

• Content storage space for different CDP, DP, and M-CDP;

• Analysis on weights using ILP with 5 DCs.

The topologies are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that

NSFNET is a low-connected network, while COST-239 is a

dense network with higher connectivity, and US Backbone

network is even denser but with low connectivity. As disaster

prediction is still a critical issue to be addressed, we adopt

the disaster zones used in the previous studies [28] [2] [25],

which are generated randomly with a range up to 170 km [42].

Each DZ involves the group of affected nodes and links. The

simulation parameters for different scenarios are set as follows.

In NSFNET: 1) 5 available DC locations at nodes 2, 5, 6, 9

and 11; 2) 4 available DC locations at nodes 2, 5, 9 and 11. In

COST239: 1) 5 available DC locations at nodes 1, 2, 7, 8 and

11; 2) 4 available DC locations at nodes 1, 2, 7 and 8. In US

Backbone network: 1) 8 available DC locations at nodes 1, 7,
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TABLE II
QUALITY OF SOLUTION AND EXECUTION TIME IN JOINT ILP MODELS AND THE HCDP.

Method Joint ILP model HCDP

Number of Requests Objective FStotal MOFI T ime(s) Objective FStotal MOFI T ime(s) Gap

NSFNET Network, 3 DCs at available locations of nodes 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11

10 58 52 6 34 74 69 5 4 18.97%

20 117 107 10 10800 120 113 7 17 2.56%

30 190 174 16 10800 226 212 14 32 18.95%

40 - - - 10800 279 266 17 57 -

COST239 Network, 3 DCs at available locations of nodes 1, 2, 7, 8, and 11

10 50 45 5 10800 51 45 6 1 2.00%

20 96 85 10 10800 88 80 8 6 -8.33%

30 149 133 16 10800 137 124 13 13 -8.05%

40 - - - 10800 199 165 21 24 -

- No feasible ILP solution is obtained after 3 hours or exhausting all the memory.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum Utilization of DP and CDP using ILP in NSFNET, and COST239.
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Fig. 4. Spectrum Utilization versus number of available DC locations in NSFNET using HCDP.

9, 12, 14, 19, 21 and 28; 2) 6 available DC locations at nodes

1, 7, 14, 19, 21 and 28. These DC locations are randomly

chosen. Then, to evaluate the disaster resilience performance

of EO-DCNs with CSS, we compare different CDPs with DP

[28] [2]. We consider the static scenarios, where the requests

are randomly generated with 10 contents, and the required

transmission rate is randomly generated following uniform

distribution among (0, 125 Gbps]. Each link is set with a

maximum of 300 FSs to carry the traffic. For simplicity, the

weights of the objective, i.e. the weighted sum of spectrum

usage and MOFI, are set as the same value, i.e. θ1 = θ2 = 1,

except in the subsection Analysis on Weight. To ease the

readability, we use spectrum utilization in the simulations to

refer to the objective aforementioned. We also set F max as

100 in the HCDP.

B. Validation of Efficiency of the HCDP Compared with ILP

To verify the efficiency of the HCDP, we conduct simu-

lations under small traffic demands (the number of requests

varies from 10 to 40) with both the ILP model and the HCDP
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Fig. 5. Spectrum Utilization versus number of available DC locations in COST239 using HCDP.
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(a) Spectrum Utilization versus K (in 8 available DC locations)
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Fig. 6. Spectrum Utilization versus number of available DC locations in US Backbone network using HCDP.

in NSFNET and COST239 networks, while the execution time

is limited to 10800s. The results are summarized in Table II.

We assume that in the NSFNET network there are 3 DCs with

5 available locations (at nodes 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11) per content,

and in the COST239 network, there are 3 DCs with 5 available

locations (at nodes 1, 2, 7, 8 and 11) per content.

Table II elucidates the solution of total spectrum utilization

(Objective in the table) and computation time of ILP and

HCDP. Due to the high computational complexity, the joint

ILP model requires in total 10800s for more than 20 requests

in the NSFNET network, while that is 10 in the COST239

network. The ILP model cannot solve the problem once the

number of requests scales 40 after 10800s. It can be seen that

the execution time in the HCDP is negligible. However, the

introduced gap is a bit high in the NSFNET for the HCDP at

10, because the DC assignment and content placement are

pre-determined and solved separately. For a low-connected

network, the DC assignment and content placement severely

impact the spectrum utilization. However, it can also be

noticed that the solution of the HCDP is much closer to

that of the ILP in the COST239 network. As the number

of requests increases to more than 10, ILP cannot solve the

problem to optimality, let alone to get a near-optimal solution.

The computation is more complicated in a dense and high-

connected network. Thus, the performance of HCDP is even

better than that of ILP.

C. Validation of CDP Compared with DP for Small-Scale

Instances (Using ILP)

Let us then investigate the spectrum utilization of CDP

compared with DP for small-scale instances (the number of

requests varies from 10 to 40). We assume that 3 DCs with 5

available locations (at nodes 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11) per content in

the NSFNET network, and 3 DCs with 5 available locations

(at nodes 1, 2, 7, 8, and 11) per content in the COST239

network. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), performances

of the CDP scheme are better than the traditional schemes, the

spectrum utilization is improved. The reduction of spectrum

utilization is up to 21.6% in NSFNET. Such improvement is

because the proposed CDP scheme allows the multiple DZ-

disjoint working paths generation, and FSs allocated for the

backup path to protect one working path are reduced at least

by half. The reduction of spectrum utilization in the COST239

network for CDP can also be observed. Note that in some

cases, the MOFI is worse for the CDP. Compared to the DP,

the CDP allows less FS usage for each request by sharing the

traffic on multiple paths. However, sometimes it will cause the

over utilization of the links adjacent to DCs. Consequently, the
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Fig. 7. Storage Space Performance for 5 available DC locations per Content.

MOFI on these links may be higher for CDP when the number

of requests varies from 10 to 40. Even with the cons, the CDP

still chooses the solution with multiple working paths, because

the overall spectrum utilization is less, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

D. Validation of CDPs Compared with DP for Large-scale

Instances (Using HCDP)

To further explore the performance of CDP, we use heuris-

tics to evaluate DP, CDPs, and M-CDP on the situation with a

large scale of requests in the networks of NSFNET, COST239,

and US Backbone network, where the number of requests is up

to 400. The scenarios are with the different number of available

DC locations and K. Note that the number of requests is from

50 to 200 in Fig. 4(b), because the required bandwidth beyond

the maximum transmission capacity in some links under this

scenario, when the number of requests is more than 200. Due

to the same reason, some points cannot be generated in Fig.

4(a), i.e. K = 3 and number of requests is 400. Note that the

US Backbone network is a much denser network with a shorter

average link distance compared to NSFNET and COST239.

Also, with more available DCs, the requests are provisioned

with shorter path lengths, thus with higher modulation formats.

Therefore, the number of the provisioned requests can reach

400. However, the total spectrum utilization for all links is

much higher since the number of links is larger compared to

other networks.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), compared with DP, the

performance improvement of CDP is small in NSFNET, be-

cause in such a low-connected network, the number of paths

that can be generated for most nodes is no larger than 2,

and the principle on disaster resilience also exacerbates this

issue. These results that most requests are provisioned with one

working path and one backup path. Thus, the solutions of CDP

and DP tend to be the same, as well as the spectrum utilization.

However, the performances are quite different in COST239

network, as demonstrated in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). This is because

the connectivity of the COST239 network is high enough to

support multi-path routing, where the number of the paths

is up to 5. As a consequence, CDP outperforms the others,

since adaptive multi-path routing elucidates its superiority.

Similar significant improvement can also be observed in the

US Backbone network, whose results are plotted in Fig. 6(a)

and 6(b). The biggest reduction is obtained with large K and

8 available DC locations. With more DCs, it becomes easier

for the CDP to find more appropriate DCs locations for each

request, which can significantly promote the quality of the

generated routing paths to reduce the spectrum usage. While

reducing the number of DCs will degrade the quality of the

generated routing paths. Therefore, we can conclude that the

advantages of the CDP are more evident in the high-connected

networks with more available DCs. However, M-CDP is worse

than DP in these scenarios. The reason is that the number

of paths is too large, and the cost for the 4-th or 5-th path

is much larger than the formerly generated paths for having

more routing hops. Thus, the extra cost is bigger than the

reduced spectrum resource reserved on the backup path. A

trade-off between the number of paths and spectrum utilization

can be observed. We will discuss it in the next subsection. The

improved spectrum utilization is at most from K = 3 to K = 4
in Fig. 4(a). We also notice that the spectrum utilization of the

same K is better with more DC locations, in both NSFNET

and COST239. It demonstrates the DC locations also have a

significant impact on the system performance.
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TABLE III
OBJECTIVE OF CDP VERSUS DIFFERENT WEIGHTS WITH 20 REQUESTS (USING ILP).

Weights Ratio (θ1 : θ2) 0:1 0.1:1 0.5:1 1:1 1:0.5 1:0

NSFNET Network, 5 DCs at nodes 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11

Objective 10 20.2 61 112 108 102

FStotal 119 102 102 102 102 102

MOFI 10 10 10 10 10 300

COST239 Network, 5 DCs at nodes 1, 2, 7, 8, and 11

Objective 6 15.6 53 98 94 90

FStotal 196 96 90 90 90 90

MOFI 6 6 8 8 8 300

E. Analysis on Content Storage Space

We then give the content storage space performance based

on all DP, CDP, and M-CDP varying different number of

DCs with 5 available locations of nodes 2, 5, 6, 9, and

11 in NSFNET, and at nodes 1, 2, 7, 8 and 11 in the

COST239 network, respectively. In Fig. 7 (a) and (b), CDP

also elucidates the superiority on storage space, and the storage

space is cut up to 50%, especially in the COST239 network.

With the normalized storage space, the average storage space

per content for a traditional storage system is K, i.e. number

of DCs. For the CSS, it only depends on the potential source

nodes. Besides, the scenario with a small scale of requests

can be seen as the targeted content provisioning applications,

in which the content is only supplied for a small part of the

nodes in the network due to the concerns of copyright, cost,

etc. Thus, the proposed systems achieve lower storage space in

such a scenario. As request number increases in the NSFNET

network, the even distribution of requests tends to traverse all

network nodes, and consequently, storage space will grow to

serve the request with |kr| = 2, i.e. only two paths can be

generated due to disaster resilience consideration. Therefore,

the storage space of the CSS tends to have the same storage

space as the conventional one in Fig. 7 (a). However, the nodal

degree in the COST239 network is large enough, in which the

minimum |kr| is 3. Thus, the CDP in such a situation allows a

storage space reduction up to 14%, and its improvement keeps

existing as the number of requests increases. Furthermore, M-

CDP achieves the least storage space with a reduction up

to 67.8%, because more working paths allow less spectrum

resource split for each path and less storage space needs for

each DC. Hence, M-CDP with larger |kr| can cut more content

storage space. However, as discussed in the last subsection,

the decrement of the content storage space in M-CDP comes

with the price of high spectrum resources, while CDP nicely

balances the spectrum utilization with substantial storage space

saving.

F. Analysis on Weights

We now investigate the impact of different weights, i.e.,

θ1 and θ2, in the situation with 20 requests using ILP. The

parameters of the networks are set with 5 DCs at nodes 2, 5,

6, 9, and 11 in the NSFNET network, and at nodes 1, 2, 7,

8, and 11 in the COST239 network, respectively. θ1 weights

the overall FSs usage (FStotal), and θ2 weights the MOFI.

Considering FSs usage is usually dozens of times of MOFI, we

then change the ratio of θ1 and θ2 varies 0 : 1, 0.1 : 1, 0.5 : 1,

1 : 1, 1 : 0.5, and 1 : 0, and calculate the objective, FS usage,

and MOFI of these solutions, to explore the performances

under different weightings. As shown in Table III, we can

see that the optimizations of single-objective, i.e. θ1 = 0 and

θ2 = 0, cause either high MOFI or high FS usage in both

topologies. Note that for θ2 = 0, the MOFI is of the maximum

of the link capacity, i.e. 300 FSs. Because it is not optimized

in the objective function. For the joint optimization, although

the objectives are different, the FS usage and MOFI remain the

same value for rest weights combinations in NSFNET. It shows

the obtained solutions do not differ from each other, because

the available routes from the source node to the assigned DC

are few in such a sparse network, and it is easy to get the

optimal solution for the combination of each weight. Thus,

these solutions tend to get the same output. While in COST239

network, as θ1 : θ2 increases from 0.1 : 1 to 0.5 : 1, the

FSs usage decreases and MOFI increases. Then the solutions

remain the same for other weight ratios. Such a change is

consistent with the weights change.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel disaster protection

scheme in EO-DCNs leveraging CSS and adaptive multi-path

routing. Our protection scheme proposes to guarantee 100%

disaster resilience with near-optimal spectrum utilization and

substantial content storage space saving for the first time,

which allows service provisioning with adaptive multi-path

routing. In CDP, each content is jointly encoded via rate-

less code, which is then distributed on no-less than three DCs

located in different DZs. To jointly minimize the spectrum

usage and MOFI, we formulated CDP as an ILP and also

proposed a fast heuristic algorithm. To improve further the

system performance of content storage space, we then develop

M-CDP to generate a maximal number of working paths for

each request. At last, we evaluated and analyzed CDP and

M-CDP via simulations. Simulation results confirm that the

proposed protection scheme CDP outperforms its counterpart

by saving up to 21.6% spectrum utilization and 15% content
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storage space. CDP elucidates its superiority, especially in a

densely connected network.
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